
Singles Events Rules &  

Conditions 

01 June 2022 
 

1. All games will be played to the WGU rules. 

 

2. Conditions of play will be a two-life system with an open draw prior to 

commencement of the tournament. 

 

3. Being the inaugural competition for Singles events, it is decided to play 

games with a time limit of 25 minutes. 

 

4. All competition singles games must have an adjudicator. 

 

5. Competitors are encouraged to quickly cross the court throughout play 

but are warned of fouls if balls are disturbed by foot, stick or another 

implement. 

 

6. All competitors are expected to be involved in official duties when not 

playing. 

 

7. AGU committee reserves the right to alter conditions and rules where 

necessary to finalize the tournament. 

 

8. Instructive commentary from spectators is definitely prohibited. 

 

9. All correct entries received by the date designated on the entry form will 

automatically be in the draw. If a competitor is not available for the start 

of their game, then that game will be a default win to their opponent. 
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Triples Events Rules &  

Conditions 

01 June 2022 
 

1. All games will be played to the WGU rules. 

 

2. Conditions of play will be a round robin format which may require blocks 

of Triples teams depending on the number of entrants. 

 

3. All games must have a referee. 

 

4. Triples teams can have 3 to 5 players.   

 

5. Triples teams must use the 2 -1 -2 format by the appropriate numbers of 

their bibs. Example = 1 and 7 - 5 - 3 and 9 or the equivalent in even 

numbers. 

 

6. All competitors are expected to be involved in official duties when not 

playing. 

 

7. AGU committee reserves the right to alter conditions where necessary to 

finalize the tournament.  
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Doubles Events Rules &  

Conditions 

01 June 2022 
 

1. All Games will be played to the WGU rules. 

 

2. Conditions of play will be a round robin format that may require blocks 

of doubles participants depending on the number of entrants. 

 

3. All games must have a referee.   

 

4. Competitors are encouraged to quickly cross the court throughout play 

but are warned of fouls if balls are disturbed by foot, stick or another 

implement. 

 

5. Each doubles team will have a Captain and either player can start. No 

substitutions are allowed while the game is in progress. 

 

6. Players must alternate their playing sequence or a foul can be called, 

which will result in the strokers ball being deemed an out ball and any 

other balls touched in that turn must be replaced. 

 

7. Instructive commentary from spectators is not encouraged. 

 

8. All correct entries received by the date designated on the entry form will 

automatically be in the draw, which will be circulated to all participants 

prior to the tournament.  

 

9. AGU committee reserves the right to alter conditions and rules where 

necessary to finalize the tournament. 
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Teams Events Rules &  

Conditions 

01 June 2022 
 

1. All games will be played to the WGU rules. 

 

2. Conditions of play will be a round robin format that may require blocks 

of Teams depending on the number of entrants. 

 

3. All games should have a referee. 

 

4. Teams can have up to 8 players including Captain plus non playing 

manager. 

 

5. Substitutions are permitted with the sanction of the referee. 

 

6. All competitors are expected to be involved in official duties when not 

playing. 

 

7. AGU committee reserves the right to alter conditions where necessary to 

finalize the tournament. 
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